Introduction
The earliest animals in the fossil record were simple single-celled protozoans. From these developed more complex multicellular forms and thence the various invertebrates. Latter came fish, then amphibians, reptiles and finally mammals.
Although there have been many twists and turns on this path, there is an underlying trend from simple forms to complex ones. This trend may be spurred on by evolutionary "arm's races" between predator and prey or animal and parasite necessitating a more complex response. Whatever the cause of the increase of complexity described above, in any complex organism, development must take the form of small incremental changes. This principle is aptly illustrated by the evolution of the brain.
The brains of higher animals contain billions of neurons and trillions of synaptic connections -an enormous search space. Individual changes to the brain must therefore have been small. There is good evidence that as the brain grew in evolutionary time, it did so by adding small numbers of neurons on top of existing structures already in place. Indeed, it is difficult to see how else it could have grown to its current complexity.
McLean formalised this idea in terms of the "Triune" model of the human brain (Restak, 1979) . In his model, McLean imagines the brain built in layers, rather like an onion. In the centre lie the oldest structures, concerned with basic survival and metabolic functions; one top of these are layers dealing with instinct and finally, in the youngest outer layers, the processes associated with higher thought. Fritzsch (1998) outlines one way in which small groups of neurons can become available for just such an expansion.
Such incremental growth of the network from simple to complex contrasts with the approach taken by traditional Evolutionary Algorithms like the Genetic Algorithm.
Here the analogy is with a population of the animals at a single point of time crossbreeding to produce the fittest individual.
The algorithm outlined here combines the two approaches described above. It allows the network to increase in complexity and, at each stage, uses a traditional Evolutionary Algorithm to train the added modules. The final algorithm is based on a series of previous advances made to the incremental evolution idea by MacLeod (2001) and Muthuraman et al (2003a Muthuraman et al ( , b, 2005 . A straight-forward practical description of the algorithm is given in MacLeod (2009) . See also Capanni (2006) for a discussion of its search space and computational efficiency.
Operation of Algorithm
The Incremental Algorithm used to evolve the robots described here is based on the ideas outlined above. It works by adding small Neural Network modules to an existing network structure. Only the added modules are trained, the previous structure (including the added modules from previous iterations) remains fixed. The idea is that a large network can be built up piece by piece in this way.
To facilitate the growth of the network it is also necessary to evolve the body plan of the robotic test-bed in complexity at the same time. This is an analogue to the development in complexity in the body plans of animals as discussed above.
The technical reason for building the mechanics of the robotic system along with its control network can be seen if one considers the situation from a practical viewpoint.
Because each added network is fairly small (in order to minimise the training algorithm search space), it is necessary to start with a robot which is easy to control.
Once control of this simple situation is achieved, then the robot can be allowed to become more complex (for example by adding an extra pair of legs) and new modules added to control these added functions. One can see that, using this idea, new sensors can easily be added into the system one at a time. In the case of this project the robot underwent the development shown in fig. 1 below. Fig. 1 . the development of the robot's body plan.
The initial body plan was that of a two-legged robotic "mudskipper." The leg in this case being a simple, one degree of freedom, "peg" with a locking knee joint, described in the section below. This was replaced, in the next iteration, by a leg with two driven degrees of freedom (a hip and knee joint). The networks evolved to drive the one degree of freedom leg were assigned to the hip in this case and new modules added to control the knee. Next, a further two legs were added next to make the robot a quadruped. Finally, a vision system was added to control the response of the locomotion system. The algorithm operated as follows:
1. Initially the robot's body plan was made as simple as possible and a basic neural network was added and trained using an Evolutionary Strategy. Once this network had trained to its maximum fitness, it was fixed and the weights were not altered on subsequent iterations.
2. If maximum performance had not been achieved using the first network, a network module was added and trained. This was repeated until the required performance was achieved -again only the added module is trained.
3. Once satisfactory performance had been reached using the added modules, the robot's body plan, behaviour or sensor configuration was allowed to become more complex -for example by the addition of further limbs, extra degrees of freedom or new sensors. New networks were then added on top of the previous set-up, following the procedure outlined in the second point above.
4. This process continues until the required level of complexity is achieved.
Robotic Test-bed
The main testing was done using a robot simulator. The simulation was developed in conjunction with a physical robot and has been used in several different evolutionary systems in the past (McMinn et al, 2002) . The actuators in the simulation may be chosen to be a Linear type with the transfer function shown in equation 1.
Where V is the applied signal and  is the angular displacement. Alternatively, a DC Motor type may be chosen as shown in equation 2.
Where the additional symbols have there usual electrical meaning. Both types of actuator were used successfully in the tests.
The simplest leg had one active and one passive degree of freedom as shown in fig. 2 . The second leg used has two active degrees of freedom and is shown in fig. 3 . The fitness function is the distance walked by the robot in 500 time steps. The gait which the robot is evolving towards may be written as a logic function. For example, in the case of a quadruped trotting gait, were opposite legs are in phase, the two designated driving legs A and C must be down and moving forward together before the robot moves. The two non-driving legs B and D must be off the ground. This condition can be written as shown in equation 3.
In the case of a pace, where legs on the same side are moving together, the condition is shown in equation 4.
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The legs can move by one unit forward or backward in each time step of the algorithm and if the correct legs are down, moving forward and in contact with the groundbetween positions 99 and 81 in the case of the biped as explained above -then the distance moved increases by one unit for each unit of leg movement. The other gaits may be similarly written.
The Neuron and EA Implementation
In the results which are outlined later in the paper, a Testing and fitness evaluation then begin again.
The neuron used in the robot control system was Shigematsu's "Spike Accumulation and Delta-Modulation" (Shigematsu et al. 1996) . This is a standard pulsing neuron model and was chosen because it was relatively simple to code, equations 5 -7 give the governing equations.
Where U(k) is the normal leaky integration of the inputs (a is the feedback factor).
G(z) is the threshold function and T is the firing function. Y(k)
is the output and p is a constant which controls refractory time.
Although the Evolutionary Strategy and neuron model, outlined above, were used to obtain the results presented in section 7, this was simply because these techniques were at hand. It should be noted, that the Incremental Growth Algorithm itself is universal and works with any suitable set-up -provided that the rules outlined in section 6 are followed. The algorithm also worked well with several other neural systems, including Multilayer Perceptrons, which were used in the vision modules. In later experiments, Artificial Biochemical Networks (Capanni et al, 2005 (Capanni et al, , 2006 proved particularly useful as they allowed the simple implementation of a pulsing unit which can be used for both actuator control and pattern recognition. 
The Vision System
The vision system was developed in the same way as the rest of the control system. The system started with a single pixel which, when dark, caused the robot to retreat and when white caused it to proceed forward. This corresponds to an animal retreating when in shadow. From here the system was built up to a 25 pixel grid. With each addition, further, more complex patterns were added. Although space precludes an indepth discussion of these patterns, they are follow explained in the references. The patterns were based on the behaviour of Toads as reported by Ewert, developed by Arbib and implemented by Reddipogu (Reddipogu et al. 2002) . Using this model also allowed us to compare the results with those published in previous work and provides a group of patterns particularly useful in robotic work -for example, obstacle avoidance. The fitness function was altered to incorporate the vision system by allowing distance moved to be counted only when the correct pattern was received.
Simple shadow response Simple left / right turn obstacle avoidance
Predator / prey response
Underlying Principles
As experimentation with the algorithm proceeded, it became clear that the basic principles outlined in the sections above were not enough to always achieve a good outcome (a consistent increase in fitness). There were a set of further rules which needed to be applied to the system. These further rules were discovered through a process of trial and error, although in hindsight they are fairly obvious.
The rules are outlined below:
1. There is a minimum number of neurons required in each module added.
It was found that the overall fitness would sometimes not increase unless there was a certain minimum number of neurons present in a module. Fig. 6 shows how this effects the overall fitness of the system (after training of new module). It is obvious from this that, in this case, adding the module actually has a detrimental effect on the fitness profile. The reason for this is that the added module must have sufficient flexibility, in terms of its functionality to perform the required mapping; this is analogous to the exclusive OR problem with simple Perceptrons. If a complex function is demanded of the improved system and the new module is not capable of delivering this mathematically, then it stands to reason that the system will fail to evolve past the point of what is possible. It is easy to built an automatic function into the algorithm which continues adding neurons into the module until it succeeds in improving fitness.
The neuron functionality is important.
This point is linked to that made above. In complex time-dependent systems, the neural units must be capable of producing the required signals. Again, we conclude that added module must have the necessary mapping capabilities. As previously mentioned, in later research, the team developed a more flexible and useful connectionist model the "Artificial Biochemical Network" (Capanni et al, 2005 (Capanni et al, , 2006 .
3. Connection patterns must be allowed to evolve as well as weights.
Initial tests were tried using fully connected modules. However, these proved ineffective, producing a similar result to that for too few neurons, as shown in fig. 7 . Fig. 7 . The effect of using fully connected networks.
The reason for this is that connections which are not required but present effect neurons in the network unduly. For example, if two sets of legs (or other systems) are required to operate independently, it is not useful to have connections between them which may effect their synchronisation. It could be argued that unwanted weights will evolve towards zero anyway; however, the value of zero represents a very small target in the search space of the all possible weights (and consider the added dimensionally of many weights having to evolve towards zero) and is difficult to achieve and even a small residual weight can have a detrimental effect the network Taking all this into consideration, it is much easier to simply allow the Evolutionary Algorithm to choose whether connections exist or not as well as their weight values.
Module placement is important.
Consider growing a network to control a robotic leg. The two possible strategies for this are shown in fig. 8 . We could add the new module in the signal chain before the previous one or after it. The most successful strategy depends on the circumstances in which the network is being used. However, in this case the second strategy is often better as it allows the new module to produce the mapping which is best for the original module to interpret.
Although the initial work reported here was done using neural networks, there is every indication that this technique can be used as a Growth Algorithm in many different applications. This possibility is discussed in the conclusions.
The two statements below therefore generalise the points made above in the neural context to general systems. 2. Placement and connectivity of the module with respect to others is important.
Results
Having discovered the necessary rules for growth, as outlined above, the algorithm ran without further problems. The Evolutionary Algorithm described above was chosen to train the weights of the added module, specify the network connections and choose the neuron parameters. As before, it is worth noting that these parameters were not critical. The algorithm was initially run with each new module containing one new neuron and this was increased if the fitness failed to improve as explained in the section above.
The initial tests focused on the simple "mudskipper" configuration shown in figure 1.
Once the previously explained issues in regard of algorithm parameters were sorted out evolution proceeded well. A typical fitness profile from this stage of the tests is shown in fig. 9 . After evolving this, the next stage was to add the second degree of freedom to the leg.
In this case the previously evolved network now controls the hip joint and the newly added modules control the knee joint. A typical fitness profile is shown in fig. 10 . To test the robustness of the system, all the normal quadruped gaits were evolved in this manner, including Trot, Pace, Gallop, Pronk and Walk -these gaits were successfully produced by the system without any major difficulty. As an example, Fig.   11 shows the leg outputs for a trot gait (this is the gait which is also shown in the fitness profile in fig. 10 ). Finally, once the locomotive system had been explored, the vision system was added.
The fitness profile for this is shown in fig. 12 . A system overview is shown in fig. 13 . In the end, the evolved network had over 200 neurons. 
Comparison with other work
A number of other workers have produced algorithms which incorporate incremental learning -for example, the Tiling algorithm (Mezard and Nadal 1989) , Tower algorithm (Gallant 1986 ) and the Cascade Correlation algorithms (Fahlman and Lebiere 1990) . Similarly, some algorithms allow the body plan of a robot to develop (usually without the controller also growing) -for example, the simulated creatures of Sims (1994) , which are constructed from reusable blocks. Others following similar paths include (Lipton and Pollock 2000; Komosinski 2000) and Ventrella's (1994) walking stick figures. These workers' research is summarised by Taylor and Massey (2001) and Hornby and Pollack (2002) . However, these are all constrained algorithms and do not allow an unbounded system to grow in complexity as illustrated abovethis is important because it facilitates the growth of systems of arbitrary complexity, with many different sensor and actuator domains. Simple robotic controllers like those of Gruau (1993 Gruau ( , 1995 Gruau ( , 1996 and Kodjabachian and Meyer (1995) also fall foul of this requirement.
The algorithm's efficiency depends largely on the Evolutionary Strategy employed (in terms of speed and efficient search of the connection space), but in the case illustrated here the controllers produced in quadruped two degree of freedom simulations only had four more neurons than the optimum couple oscillator models of Kimura et al (1998) -assuming one coupled oscillator is equivalent to two cross coupled neurons.
Discussion and Conclusions
As illustrated in the paragraphs above, the algorithm provides a method by which multi-domain sensor information may be integrated into a controller which can potentially grow to an arbitrary complexity. This is in contrast with most other Evolutionary Algorithms which don't allow for growth. In terms of a biological analogy, most algorithms represent a population of organisms evolving to an optimum phenotype over a short period of time with no additions to their generic material. The algorithm presented here is more akin to organisms seen developing in complexity over a much longer period of (geological) time. This raises the possibility that it could be used to evolve extremely complex and intelligent robotic systems.
The algorithm also has some potential disadvantages. For example, the method is quite complex -especially if one were to try and integrate all the features into one automatic program. Also the networks produced are not always as efficient as those designed formally.
In future work, the focus will be on two main areas. Firstly, the engineering of the fitness function and robotic body-plan in order to provide a realistic "path" from a simple to a complex system. Secondly, how real-time, high-level learning may be in integrated into the system (can modules be added as the system is in operation).
Finally it should be noted that the algorithm has application outside those of artificial intelligence (MacLeod, 2009) . For example, in high frequency electronics design, filters could be evolved by allowing the system to start as a low order circuit and then grow, piece by piece until a complex transfer function is realised. In mechanical engineering, a good example is the design of aerodynamic surfaces, starting with simple shapes and then adding and building up additional sections to achieve a required performance. A final potentially important application is in the development of control systems for advanced prosthetic limbs. In such cases, there is an obvious incremental development possible from one degree of freedom (all joints locked) to many degrees (all joints active).
